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Abstract-WDM optical networks represent the direction to 
the future high capaclty wide-area network applications. By 
creating the optical paths between several nodes in the core 
networks, logical topology can be created over the physical 
topology. The network can dynamically change its logical 
topology corresponding to the changing traffic conditions. In 
this paper we consider the method of logical topology recon- 
figuration in wavelength routed optical networks. The exact 
iormulation of the logical topology problem is  usually given as 
a Mixed Integer Linear Programming, but It grows Intractable 
with increasing size of network. Heuristic approaches have 
been proposed, here we also proposed a different heuristic 
approach to determine the logical topology reconfiguration. 
I n d a  Tems-lPiWDM networks, Logical topology, Recon- 
figuration, Heuristic method, GMPLS. 
1. Introduction 
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) makes the 
huge optical capacity of fiber to be utilized by transmitting 
multiple signals on different wavelengths on a single fiber. 
WDM optical networks represent the direction to the future 
high capacity wide-area network applications. In IPANDM 
networks, network nodes employ Wavelength Routing 
Switches (WRSs) and IF' routers. Nodes are connected by 
fibers to form an arbitrary physical mesh topology. Any two 
IP routers in this network can be connected together by an 
all-optical WDM channel, called a light-path. Here a 
light-path is a point-to-point all-optical wavelength channel 
that connects a transmitter at a source node to a receiver at a 
destination node. By using WRSs at intermediate nodes and 
via appropriate routing and wavelength assignment, a 
light-path can create logical neighbors out of nodes that are 
geographically far apart in the network. Thus, a set of 
light-paths embeds a logical topology on the network. In the 
logical topology. a light-path carries not only the direct traf- 
fic between the nodes it interconnects, hut also traffic from 
nodes upstream of the source (including the source) to 
nodes downstream of the destination (including the destina- 
tion). Nodes that are not connected directly in the logical 
topology can still communicate with one another using the 
"multi-hop approach", namely, by using electronic packet 
switching at the intermediate nodes in the logical topology. 
Consider N nodes network with an arbitrary but con- 
nected physical topology, in the most cases there are main 
four restrictions to design a logical topology: 
1) The number of tunable transmitter and receiver at each 
node is limited, that is to say the degree of the node is lim- 
ited; 
2) The number of wavelength on each fiber is also lim- 
ited, Wwavelengtbs on each fiber; 
3) The wavelength cannot be used by different light-paths 
on the same fiber; 
4) Without the wavelength converter the light-path has to 
use the same wavelength along the path. 
The motivation of logical topology design is to optimize 
the network performance, improving the congestion, delays 
and throughput metria. And the network can dynamically 
change its logical topology corresponding to the cbanging 
traffic conditions. It is called as logical topology reconfigu- 
ration. The general approach to the logical topology recon- 
figuration problem has been a two-phase operation: first 
phase being a logical topology design for the new traffic 
conditions and second phase being a transition period f" 
the old logical topology to the newly designed one, it 
should achieve the minimal traffic disruption. Normally it is 
formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) 
problem. In fact, this problem and some of its subproblems 
are known to be NP-hard problem. Thus for networks of 
large sizes it is impractical to attempt to solve this problem 
exactly. The heuristic algorithms are necessary. 
In this paper we focus mainly on the method of logical 
topology transition with small operations. lnstead of 
searching the exact solution of the logical topology recon- 
figuration, we try to fmd an approach to an approximated 
solution. First we introduce an improved transition a p  
proach based on the proposal in [4]. The idea is to find a 
closer and better logical topology from old one without re- 
quirement of the best target logical topology. By this a p  
proach we can find a relative good target under certain de- 
gree of performance loss, but with minimum transition o p  
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eration, which is more important to the real network opera- 
tion. Then we propose a heuristic approach of the second 
phase, say the transition phase. This paper is organized as 
follows: In the section 2 we describe some related works 
briefly; In section 3 we describe the improved MILP mod- 
ule; In section 4 we propose a heuristic method; Section 5 
provides the numerical results; Section 6 concludes the pa- 
per. 
11. Related works 
Reconfiguration capability has been seen as an out- 
standing feature of WDM routed optical networks, and sev- 
eral logical topology reconfiguration schemes have been 
proposed. In [I]  authors study the logical topology design 
problem. It is formulated as a mixed integer linear pro- 
gramming problem with the goal of minimizing the conges- 
tions in the network. And a heuristic algorithm is then pr+ 
posed, which finds an initial connectivity diagram and the 
corresponding routing, and then performs a local search by 
applying branch-exchange operations on some least loaded 
links of the connectivity diagram. The flow deviation 
method is used to solve the optimal routing problem after 
getting the connectivity diagram. 
In [Z], the idea is to achieve the minimal traffic disrup- 
tion, the authors discuss strategies to transit from the current 
logical topology to the optimal logical configuration within 
the smallest steps of branch-exchange operations. This 
problem of finding the shortest sequence, so as to minimize 
the reconfiguration duration, can be equivalently reduced to 
the problem of finding a decomposition of an auxiliary 
graph into the largest number of vertex-disjoint cycles. 
Three polynomial-time greedy algorithms are proposed and 
compared to solve this NP-hard graph problem. Both theo- 
retical and simulation results show that the length of a se- 
quence increases at most linearly with the size of the net- 
work. 
Studies in [I] and [Z] present a complete reconfiguration 
scheme. Given a new traffic pattern, a corresponding opti- 
mal logical topology is computed by the algorithm proposed 
in [I]. The shortest branch-exchange sequence is then fig- 
ured out by heuristic algorithms in [Z]. 
Hitless reconfiguration is proposed in [3] as a reconfigu- 
ration process without the loss of any data. The transition 
between topologies is achieved by first establishing all new 
links without removing any link. Authors developed a suffi- 
cient theoretical condition for the reconfiguration process to 
be hitless, including the size of switches and the bound of 
wavelength numbers. 
Study in [4] mainly focuses on the design of optimal 
logical topologies, for which an exact integer linear pro- 
gramming formulation is presented. For the reconfiguration 
problem, authors propose a methodology to obtain the new 
logical topology, based on optimizing a given objective 
functions, and minimizing the changes required to obtain 
the new logical topology from the current logical topology. 
Given a certain matrix, there may be many different 
logical topologies, each of which has the same optimal 
value with regard to the objective function. The reconfigu- 
ration algorithm searches all possible optimal logical to- 
pology corresponding to the certain traffic, and finds the 
‘%losest” one. 
Study in [5] shows some limitations of the formulation in 
[4], and proposes different objective functions that can he 
used for optimization in finding the best logical topology 
for a given traffic pattem. A modification to the reconfgu- 
ration algorithm in [4] is proposed, to include the trade-offs 
between the amount of reconfiguration steps and the ohjec- 
tive that is to be optimized. 
In [6],  iterative reconfiguration algorithms are developed 
to track rapid changes in the traffic pattem. At each recon- 
figuration step, only one small change is made to the logical 
topology, therefore minimizing the disruption to the net- 
work. This approach is shown to provide near optimal re- 
duction in the maximum link load. 
A new reconfiguration algorithm [7] is developed to ad- 
just the logical topology by adding or deleting one lightpath 
at the end of each measurement cycle if it is necessary to do 
so. The load imbalance is corrected directly by tearing 
down a lightpath that is lightly loaded or by setting up a 
new lightpath when congestion occurs. Note that this a p  
proach keeps varying number of lightpaths that can grow 
during the peak trnffc hours and fall when traffic decreases. 
Study in [SI shows that, the logical topologies created by 
the new adaptation approach [7] are close to optimal, and 
the number of lightpath changes is decreased drastically 
compared to the optimal reconfiguration method that re- 
computes the logical topology from scratch at every step 
VI. 
111. Improved MILP module 
A. Given 
Here are some terminologies and notations often used in 
other studies. Also we will introduce some concepts which 
will be used in the following sections, and which are com- 
mon to most formulations to the logical topology problem. 
I )  Physical Topology: A graph Gp=KE,J in which each 
node in the network is a vertex, and each fiber optic link 
between two nodes is an arc. Each fiber link is also called a 
physical link. The graph is assumed to be undirected, 
2) Link indicator: If a physical link exists in the 
physical topology from a node i to another node j, denoted 
by pb, which is 1 if such a link exists in the physical to- 
pology and 0 if nor 
3) Light-path: A light-path, is a clear optical channel 
between two nodes without 0-E-0 conversion, also we as- 
sume that there is not any wavelength conversion; 
4) Logical Topology: Agraph C,=KE$ in which the set 
of nodes is the same as that of the physical topology, and 
each light-path is an arc, it is also called logical link. Here 
we create the bi-directional light-path between one pair of 
nodes; 
5 )  Light-path indicator: if a light-path exists in the 
logical topology from a node i to another node j, denoted by 
bo, which is I if such a light-path exists in the physical to- 
pology and 0 if not. Let cp’ be the light-path wavelength 
indicator, cvN is I if a light-path from node i to node j uses 
the wavelength k, 0 otherwise. Let cufl’fl,m) be the 
link-light-path wavelength indicator, to indicate whether the 
light-path from node i to node j uses the wavelength k and 
passes through the physical link from node I to node m; 
6) Physical degree: The physical degree of a node is the 
number of the physical links that directly connect that node 
to other nodes; 
7) Logical degree: The logical degree of a node is the 
number of transmitters and receivers (TsRs), and it is also 
the number of light-paths connecting that node to other 
nodes. The number of light-paths originating and terminat- 
ing at a node may be different, and we denote them by 
logical out-degree and logical in-degree respectively. In this 
chapter we assume they are equal as they often are and has 
the limitation ofP; 
8) Logical hops: The number of light-paths a given tmf- 
fic packet has to traverse, in order to reach from source to 
destination node over a particular logical topology, is called 
the logical hop length of the path from the source to the 
destination node in that logical topology; 
9) Traffic matrix: A matrix, which specifies the traffic 
between every pair of node in the physical topology. If there 
are N nodes in a network, the MIC matrix is an N x N ma- 
trix A=[ L (’?, where L (@ is the average traffic from 
source nodes to destination node d; 
IO) Logical traffic load When a logical topology is es- 
tablished on a physical topology, the traffic from each 
source node to destination node must be routed over some 
light-paths. The aggregate traffic resulting over a light-path 
is the load offered to that logical link. If a light-path exists 
from node i to j, the load offered to that light-path is de- 
noted by R the component of this load due to traffic from 
source node s to destination node d is denoted by A T ) ;  
11) Wavelength amount on each fiber: The number of 
wavelength on each fiber is denoted by W, 
12) Fiber amount on each physical link: The number of 
fiber on each physical link is denoted by F. 
B. Logical topology Design 
For the logical topology design, we can use the methods 
proposed in [4] with the objective ( I )  of minimum average 
hop number: 
please see [4] for constraints and details, due to the space 
limitation we will not describe here. 
C. Reconfiguration improvement 
The motivation of logical topology design is to optimize 
the network performance. And the network can dynamically 
change its logical topology corresponding to the changing 
trafic conditions. Reconfiguration capability has been seen 
as an outstanding feature of WDM routed optical networks. 
Logical topology reconfiguration method proposed in [4] 
add a new constraint (2) in the MlLP module when search 
the target logical topology configuration, where OPT,o,, 
stands for the optimized performance under the new haffic 
condition resolved offline in the first phaselogical topol- 
ogy design phase, without consideration of minimum tran- 
sition operation. And the new objective function for the 
target logical topology configuration is to minimize the dis- 
tance between the old logical topology and the target logical 
topology, shown as (3). where bo(l) stands for the old logi- 
cal topology, b,stands for the target logical topology. 
(3) 
Because our aim of iransition phase is to minimize the tran- 
sition operation, the idea of the improvement is to relax the 
constraint (2) because sometimes with little performance 
loss, new solution would be closer to the old logical topol- 
ogy than the absolutely exact solution like [4]. Here we 
introduce into a new constmint (4) to replace that of (2), 
where O P ’ T ~ r ~ ~ , e  stands for a tunable parameter, that is a 
lower line of performance requirement that is permitted. 
Iv. Heuristic approach 
A. Heuristic Logical Topology Design 
For the logical topology design we proposed a heuristic 
method, which iteratively search the logical link. It is called 
as MALH(Minimum Average Logical Hop). From the con- 
nectivity consideration we start the lightpath establishment 
from the physical topology, we create one lightpath for each 
physical link. Then MALH searches one source destination 
pair s-d, which has biggest contribution to minimize the 
average logical hop among all possible node pair (we just 
create one light-path one step) and add b,=l,  then update 
the logical topology, and repeat the process until there is not 
any logical link can be established. The contribution of one 
candidate logical link between node s and d is: 
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where Hsd denotes the average hop if create lightpath 
between node pair (id), ,Ifi7’ denotes the traffic demand 
between ( i j ) ,  h, denotes the number of hop between node 
pair (i,j] in current logical topology. 
The algorithm is show as follows: 
Stepl: Make logical topology Cl = C, 
Step2 By given a traffic matrix A=[ t “‘1 
Make Q=(9, )=(ff,) ; (where the Hv denotes the con- 
tribution shown above ( 5 )  between node i and j in 
GLJ 
Step3: Select the source destination pair (imaxjmax) that 
9 i m m j m a  = m i j ( ~ ~ ) ;  
if all source-destination pairs have been tried, then 
Goto Steps; 
Step4: If node imax and jmar have fewer degree than P then 
Find lowest available wavelength on the short- 
est propagation-delay path between imaxjmm 
in C, (if there is more than one shortest path, 
scan them sequentially search the least load 
path); 
If wavelength is available then 
Create light-path and the logical link be- 
tween node imax and jmax; 
b i m a j m a  = I  ; 
Update Cl; 
Goto Step2; . 
b i m a j m a  =O; 
Else 
Goto Step3; 
Else 
b .  . =O; ‘ma” 
Goto Step 3; 
Steps: End 
This is an iterative process, it searches the current most 
necessary logical link for the whole network to improve the 
current logical topology with small average logical hop, and 
then update the logical topology to tind the next most nec- 
essary logical link. It starts from physical topology as the 
initial topology, and then iteratively solves the topology 
design problem by slightly changing the logical topology. 
B. Paflc  arsumpfions 
Before we introduce our reconfiguration method we de- 
scribe some assumptions on the traffic. Because logical 
topology reconfiguration will cause the current traffic dis- 
ruption, generally, logical topology reconfiguration will be 
implemented after a period of time, for example several 
weeks or months. The statistic of mffic during a period of 
time will be used as the input of the logical topology design. 
On the other hand, for the efficient network resource utili- 
zation, we hope the logical topology to be reconfigured 
more often to keep up with the traffic changes. Here we 
divide long-range traffic into relative short-range traffic, for 
example we divide weekly traffic into days order. By gath- 
ering several continual two-days or three-days traffic data 
A+, ( i )  (where i=l, 2, 3) we can get the averaged traffic 
data&,*, of one week (6) see Figure.1. 
A,, A m b  _ _  - 
Time 
Pigure.1 Divide weeks traffic into days trafnc, 
~web=Aver&Ad,Xl ), A*A2), Ad,&)) (6) 
where Averugd) is a function that calcnlates the average of 
days traffic. Each ofA*,(l] and Awb is a matrix. 
C. Logical Topology Reconjigwafion 
Different from previous studies, which consider traffic 
before-and-after reconfiguration independently, we create 
some relations among the continual traflics. Our idea of 
logical topology reconfiguration is that we use the 
long-range part of traffic among several continual two-days 
or three-days traffic to create relative stable common logical 
topology with parts of network resources (transmit- 
tedreceivers, wavelengths), and then make use of the left 
resources to create the other part of logical topology for 
each A ,&i] traffic condition. We also can see the logical 
topology design is down in several layers. For example, 1) 
in the first layer, to keep the connectivity of the logical to- 
pology we create the base logical topology as same as the 
physical topology; 2) by given the base layer topology as 
input topology, in the second layer, we use the long-range 
part of traffic among several continual two-days or 
three-days traffic to create relative stable common logical 
topology with parts of network resources; 3) by given the 
topology yielded from the second layer design, in the third 
layer, we make use of the left resources to create the active 
part of logical topology to optimize the resource utilization 
for each short-range traffic. During the logical topology 
transition from a time period to other, the lightpath 
add/delete operation will just be limited within a small part 
of logical topology (in the active third layer). So the amount 
of transition operation may be smaller than that of two lay- 
ers design (without the common layer). Furthermore we can 
use the methods talked in section 3 or proposed by other 
outstanding studies to optimize the performance and mini- 
mize the transition within the active third layer. See Fig- 
ure.2. The logical topology in base+common layer can be 
seen as the combined basic layer, and the third layer can be 
seen as the active layer. 
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Activelayer 
Common layer ::%??%::?::::!: -------- ::::::::::::::/:::.: 
Base layer U 
Traffic 1 + Traffic2 
Figure2 Layered Logical topology design and transition. 
D. Consideration ofTrafic muting 
Hitless reconfiguration is proposed in [3] as a reconfigu- 
ration process without the loss of any data. The transition 
between topologies is achieved by first estahlishing all new 
links without removing any link. But if we have not the 
enough resources to create all the new lightpaths before 
release the useless lightpaths, how will the current traffic be 
kept from disrupting? Here based on the layered logical 
topology design approach, we keep certain amount of light- 
paths without changing anymore (within a week unit) they 
are the lightpaths in the first and second layer. In MPLS(or 
GMPLS) and nowadays Internet routing, routing informa- 
tion is maintained within each IP routerMPLS switch, 
generally if one lightpath adddelete operation occurs, the 
routing table update in packet layer should he triggered 
immediately. If we reconfigure the lightpaths one bye one 
like that proposed in [7], the routing tahle should be 
updated frequently, the control signal traffic will be in- 
creased and cause the network unstable. If we have a 
smaller transition schedules, we could do the reconfigura- 
tion at same time to decrease the bad effect caused be a se 
quence of network operations. The procedure is: 
1) Optimize the traffic routing within packet layer by 
given the logical topology yielded from the second lay de- 
sign and the long-range average week traffic assumption; 
2) Backup this routing table in each IP routed MPLS 
switches; 
3) Optimize the traffic routing within packet layer by 
given the total logical topology yielded from the third lay 
design with the short-range days traffic assumption, and use 
this routing table in each IP routed MPLS switches for cur- 
rent traffic; 
4) When reconfiguration event is triggered in two-days or 
three-days level, compute the target logical topology and 
optimize the packet traffic routing offline. 
5 )  Switch the routing table of each IP router/ MPLS 
switches from current routing table to the backup routing 
table saved in step 2. Then withdraw the traffic back to the 
base and common layer logical topology; 
6) Until the traffics are moved away from the lighpath 
that should be released, reconfigure the logical topology 
computed in step4; 
7) Switch the routing tahle of each IF' routerMPLS 
switches to new routing tahle computed in step 4, and ex- 
pand the traffic to the new logical topology. 
During the switching of the routing table in step 5 and 
step 7, the synchronization of the routing table update 
among all the IP router/MPLS switches is very important. 
Routing table switching should wait for a period of time till 
the new routing tables in each MPLS switches are consis- 
tent. 
V. Numerical Results 
This section presents numerical examples of the logical 
topology reconfiguration problem, using the ARPANET-I1 
with 21 nodes as our physical topology (as same as that 
used in [9]). Network nodes employ Wavelength Routing 
Switches (WRSs) and IP routers or MPLS switches. We 
assume there are 10 TdRs in IP ronterMPLS switch on 
each node (P=IO). For the simplicity we assume there is 
only single fiber between two neighbor nodes (F=I).  And 
wavelength amount on each fiber is 256 (W=256). We gen- 
erated 3 groups of traffic matrices, each with 3 traffic ma- 
trices A,,,.&), &&), AhS(3). Each traffic matrix corre- 
sponds to twodays traffic. Each group of traffic corre- 
sponds to A urb that in one week. The traffic matrix is 
randomly generated, such that 3 nodes are randomly picked 
up as cluster core nodes with higher traffic to/from other 18 
nodes over the range (0,100); among left 18 nodes, 5 nodes 
are randomly picked up with uniformly distributed traffic 
tolfiom the left 13 nodes over the range (033; and among 
left 13 nodes traffic is uniformly distributed over the range 
(0,lO). And for the simplicity, we create one pair of sym- 
metric lightpaths between any source destination node pair. 
In Table 1,3 ,  5, we compared the average hop of logical 
topology within the each traffic group. We reserve from 0 to 
9 TsRs to create the basic layer. We can find by reserving 
several Ts/Rs the average hop performance does not turn 
down much comparing to that without basic layer approacb. 
With bigger basic layer the performance is poor. 
Table 1 Avera e ho results in traflie mu 1 
1.223488 1.294843 1.290880 
1.228987 1.303064 1.279460 
Table 2.4.6 show us the transition ooeration results. We . .  
can find by reserving more and more Ts/Rs to create the 
basic layer, when reconfiguration occurs, the path 
adddelete operation amount decrease smaller and smaller, 
that is because the unchanged part (the basic layer) grows 
bigger, the active layer part tums to be smaller and smaller. 
Table 2 Transition Operations in trafik group 1 
44 38 
10 
Table 3 Average hop results in traffic group 2 
T a s  I 1) I M 2) I Ib, .(3) 
0 1  1.286986 I 1.244063 I 1.267201 
8 
9 
54 70 
Table 4 Transition Operatlons in traffic group 2 
5 96 120 
6 98 114 
7 90 92 
Table 5 Average hop results in trallic group 3 
TdRs &.(I) I M 2 )  1 
VI. Conclusions 
Because our aim is to design a heuristic method of logical 
topology reconfiguration, the improved MlLP model talked 
in section 3 is a reference module to our heuristic approach. 
There exist a tradeoff between the need of smallest transi- 
tion operation and the optimal performance. With more re- 
sources to create the bigger stable c o m n  layer topology, 
the smaller transition operation will be expected due to the 
smaller reconfiguration space in the third layer, the logical 
topology might not be optimal to dedicated traffic. On the 
other hand, if we use all resources to optimize the logical 
topology, the reconfiguration space might be very huge. 
Furthermore by using heuristic with local optimization the 
target logical topology might be qnite “far” from the old 
logical topology. So we hope to get certain tradeoff between 
small *ansition requirement and the optimal performance. 
In our days-unit reconfiguration example, the common 
layer is created basing on the weeks average traffic assump- 
tion, so the smaller transition reconfiguration of logical to- 
pology is done between two-days or three-days units. Al- 
though the traffic changing from week to week still triggers 
the whole reconfiguration as that of nowadays, more often 
logical topology reconfiguration with little transition opera- 
tion that can improve the network performance is our aim. 
In fact the routing table switching approach is not only 
suitahle for our three layered logical topology design and 
reconfiguration, it also can be used in other reconfiguration 
approaches for example in weeks reconfiguration, the un- 
changed part between old and new logical topology can be 
seen as same as the basic layers (physical topology + com- 
mon layer) logical topology in our proposal. 
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